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 ISIS is a project group, and each member has their own goals and ideas regarding the project. Components There are five main components of the Intel ISIS project: MESH - Provides the means for communication. FONT - Provides the means for content and formatting of the communication. PALETTE - Provides the means for color and style. PRE_HANDLER - Provides the means for handling
pre-message information. DIFF_HANDLER - Provides the means for handling information about message changes. MESSAGE - The message itself. The ISIS technology uses the MESH, FONT and PRE_HANDLER components to create the ISIS infrastructure for communication. The FONT component is used to provide the display and formatting of the message, PRE_HANDLER is used for the

identification of the message, DIFF_HANDLER is used for providing information on changes in the message and MESSAGE is the core message itself. All components use internet protocol to communicate with each other. Use All ISIS messages are sent via a web browser, and users can use their current computer as the host to send messages to each other. The implementation is written in JavaScript
and is based on the HTML5 WebSocket standard. It uses a standard protocol for handling the sending and receiving messages from the MESH, FONT, PRE_HANDLER and DIFF_HANDLER components. The differences between the traditional email message format and the ISIS format is that the ISIS message format has: One single message for each conversation All conversation messages are
stored on the server Can send and receive messages to each other using the web browser Message reply does not use the Internet protocol and is handled by a internal messaging system Efficiently manages and stores the conversation history The result is a lightweight messaging system that has no performance issues and is equally usable on mobile devices, desktops and laptops. All messages can be

shared with the general public, who do not need an account to view and receive them. Deployment As ISIS is a JavaScript-based application, it can be run in any website as a hosted service or be used as a stand-alone application. ISIS also provides a platform to install third party applications on top of its messaging system to provide more functionality to users. History The project was started on
October 30, 2000 in San Francisco, California by a 520fdb1ae7
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